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National Tid-Bits
Sexual Harassment
Eased rules may help-and hurt�mployers.
The Reagan administration soon may modify the EEOC's
guidelines outlawing sexual harassment. The guidelines,
issued last year, have been criticized as vague and unfair. If
subjective terms "are tightened up somewhat, perhaps we
can do a better job" of attacking sexual harassment, says
Edward Cottrill, GM's employment relations chief. For
instance, he thinks firms shouldn't be liable for nonemployes'
actions.
However, weakening the guidelines "possibly could result in
an avalanche" of employe legal action, warns Charles
Macklin, a Bechtel Power equal-employment official. As a
result of the EEOC rules, Bechtel and numerous other
concerns have beefed up internal grievance steps. So, "a
�umber of complaints have been handled inside," Macklin
says.

A WAY OUT?
Members of Congress may pressure the Justice Department
to challenge the legality of Reagan taking back only ,ome
striking air-traffic controllers. ''That's our ace in the hole"
for getting the 11,500 fired ones rehired, predicts a
controllers• union official.

NLRB Misinformation be used
When some workers at
Vanity Fair Mills' Jackson,
Ala., plant wanted to decertify their union, they called
the local NLRB office to find
out when their petition had
to be filed. Because the
NLRB official didn't ask for •
enough information, the
workers were given the
wrong date and their petition was ruled invalid. But the
board, in a precedentsetting
ruling, ordered the decertificationelection held even

though the petition was
"untimely."
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Brown nd Brookins
Criticiz s Reagan
Governor Brown Declares Labor Our Most Valuable Re80lll'Ce

AN EXCLUSIVE·

"Labor is America's inost Angeles School District
An attorney for the union valuable resource," said Board of Education of being
says the decision will cause GovemorJerry Brown at an recalcitrant, racist 'and a
problems by setting up unannounced, surprise visit don't care board, He said,
''ignorance of the law" ex to the last session of the "our churches will educate
ceptions to NLRB rules. But Southern California Annual our own children."
the Center on National Lab Conference of the African
Governor Brown reinter
or Policy, which represented Methodist Episcopal Church ated what Brookins said and
the workers, says NLRB last Sunday, which was held added that health cuts of the
officials often make technical at the Wilshire Blvd Temple. poor leaves no adequate
errors and ''in this decision it
The thouSLtds of AME's medical care. He mentioned
has implicitly recognized the beard Bishop H. Hartford a 25% shortage of nurses at
problem."
Brookins introduce Brown Martin Luther King Hosp
· saying, there are many ital (L.A.) but a 40% unem
reasons to support Brown ployment rate in that com
for the U.S. Senate seat, for munity. Brown said, "we
which
Brown will formally must match the people to
Reagan granted a 4.SoA> pay with private workers, the
raise for the 1.4 million President chose to limit the announce "sometime next the jobs," More not less
federal white�ollar workers raises "in this time of year." Brookins said ''it's training programs are
who make less than $50,000 belt-tightening," a spokes time for Hayakawa to have a needed.
Brown charged the price
a year. Ignoring a 15.1% man said. The plan becomes long rest. 2. He's (Brown)
pay-boost recommendation effective Oct. 1 unless Con• appointed more judges and of bus tickets were going up
heads of agencies who re to help finance the $11
from an advisory group gre:;s overrides it.
present the population. 3. To billion to oil companies he
urging pay-comparability
know that as soon as he gets said th" oil companies toget
, , to the Senate we're going to her • ,e 40% pf all big
send Tom Bradly to the business in our country.
Governorship."
"Reagan," he said took $t
Brown e�lier said the billion out of CETA and gave
whole "Med fly" issue has it to the Commodity Specu·
been used to discredit him lators.
,....... • ••• • •• ..........
and told the Black Voice it
Using Japan as an ex1wJ
wasn't the reason for him ple he said "35 years ago
not running for President, "I their per capita income was
told Ted Kennedy that mon $20.00 today it is the same '5
ths ago," "ask him," he ours. They have no oil, they
added.
have no resources. But they
Brookins lashed out at the pruchase our, wood chips
In this country when we use the terms laborforce or Reagan economic policies make them into plywood and
workforce, out minds usually thinks of an organized body of saying they are the (rever sell it back to us, the same
workers such as Steelworkers. Teamsters, Hodcarriers, se) "Robin Hood" approach, with steel, ect. They believe
Auto Workers, Retail Clerks, Electrical Workers, etc. giving to the rich by taking the worker is the most
However, the laborforce/workforce is made up of all from the poor.
important part of the com
working people of various backgrounds, who work in all
Brookins said to the con pany."
kinds of jobs.
gregation, "don't you get
He called for an "investing
Some work inside buildings, while others work outside in mixed up with the IOMed fly" in people" and said more
construction, mines, ships, on the assembly lines, in stock thats for rieh farmers and groups should be like the
rooms. Some work with people while others works with you don't even have a farm." AME's in the efforts of
materials, animals ect.
In a strong statement making the quality of life
Some workers are owners of their business still others are Brookins accused "the Los better for all people.
employed by large and small corporations.
In this workforce we have Doctors, Lawyers, Cooks,
Housekeepers, Nurses, Secretaries, Air Controllers, Meter
Readers, Law Officers, Teachers, Computer Operators ect,
the list goes on and on, but, the point I'm attempting to make
is that regardless of our lively hood, no matter what the
salary that job is very important in this society.
We want to take this opportunity to say your
The Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization are
contribution to the economy and society cannot be_ ignored.
We ask that fair play, equal consideration and the spirit of charging the National media with not focusing in on what
good faith always be demonstrated in our day to day needs· to be known in the current work stoppage.
The charge Ronald Reagan promised support for them
• activities, as we the workforce of America continues to out
when he was a candidate but turned his back on them u
produce all other nations of the world.
The Black Voice Newspaper "Salutes YOU the Backbone President.
oc tober 20 , U 10
of America."

Reagan 's pay raise

EDITORIAL

The "Voice"
Salutes Labor

PATCO Feels
Betrayed

Jobcrt £. Poli. President
Professional �i.r Tr•ftic Controllers
Orq1,ni1•tlon

Guest Editorial
Central Labor Council AFL-CIO

cu Capitol Stre�t
Washington, 0. C.
oear Kr. Poli:
I have b•en thorou9hly briefed by ,u::nbers of rny staff
as to the dt!plorable sti\te ot our nation 1 s air traffic
control system. They hilvr- told rne th•t too fe"' people
working unreasonable hours with obsolete equipment h•s
placed the n•tion•s air travellers in um,arnnted
dan9et. tn an area so clearly related \.> pubqc safety
the ,Carter administrat�on has failed to act responsibly.

BJ Mary Curtill; Elecutive Secreeary/Treu11rer If &lie
'tou can rest assured' that if t ara elected President, I
will take whatever steps are necessary to provide our
Ceatral Luor Coulldl AFL-CIO of San llerllill'diao ucl
air traffic controllers 'lllith the most modern equipment
available and to adjust sutt levels •nd work days so
IUvenide Coantfel.
that they are: co.-ensurate with achieving • ff'IA,cimum
de9ree of pubUc safety.
Happy Labor Day, 1981
As in all other Ar••s of the federal government where
. I hope that you can spend it happily and at peace with
the Pr••ident he• th• pcwer of appoint.fflent, I fully in
tend
to appoint hi9hly qualified individuals who �an
your family and loved ones.
vork h•r1110niously with the Congress and the el!lployees
of
the
qovernaent .a9encies they oversee.·
This is a holiday to honor working men and women. It is
1 pledge to you th•t 11y adrd.nii:traUon will work very
observed as a paid holiday in most contracts, and most
closely vith you to bring about • spirit of cooperatio:i
government-agencies have declared it an official holiday,
betwe.en the President and t.he air traffic control hrs.
such t1ar1110nv can and •uat exist U ve are to re1tore
closing their offices and allowing their workers an additional
the oeopl•'• confidence in their qovernraent.,
day with their families.
sincereh,
How easy it is to think of it as just another 3-<iay weekend!
Organized Labor worked to have this day to honor all
RONAlD REAGAN
workers, not just members of unions. Like many of the
,cus..o,rn,>1,..,s,
..cM-••""''21'°'
and
a
benefits that we enJ·oy·in the United States, dignity
,..,....,..,...,......,..c--,.. 11-...1'-..,,...•rNl••llk.n-- t11,t..i.-,.__.,.
decent standard of living are greater for the entire' PATCO feels they have been betrayed by President
community because organized labor worked to secure it for Ronald Reagan. A copy of a report on negotiations dated
everybody.
June 18, 1981, states the agency-imposed (FAA) conditions
In 1981 there are three labor Days.
of the settlement were: (1) PATCO's unconditional
September 7th is the official holiday, but September 19th acceptance of this offer thereby precluding further"
has been declared Solidarity Day. On that Saturday labor, negotiations. (2) No increase in salary. (3) No reduction in
Church and community will stand together to speak out the basic 40 hour workweek. (4) No change in the current
against administration policy that threatens qignity, safety · retirement plan, etc.
and standard of living.
PATCO's said "Given the content of the proposed and the
And in November organized labor will celebrate its 100th "Take it or leave it nature of the offer, PATCO's negotiaton
·
birthday.
had no option other than rejection."
I invite each of you to share with us in the pride of
PATCO asked the public to Stop and Think! 12,000 Air
accomplishment and to.join us in meeting the challenges that Traffic Con\rollers have given up their jobs in an effort to
face us in the days to come.
make you (the public) aware that the system is unsafe. The

....1

l

"'* ..... .,. .,� .,. �* -,. .,. ""* .,,..
tiOVJ;Ri.�OR JERR"V BROWN ..t Perey Pia.key, 8,-eW
As8lstaDt to the Govenor met with Black Voice Publulaer,
Hardy Brown and discussed the impact of the Preaideat'■

III DAY II
df
LfAlll(O)
qi ! HONORING A NATION II
' . WORKING TOGETHER

1

J

eute. OD Blaekt ill (.aliforltia aad UM po111ibility
Brown nmning for the L.S. �nate.

badget

Vernon Jordan's
Labor Day Message

An Exclusive

NEW YORK - Labor Day ,is
more than the last long
weekend of summer. It is
America's official tribute to
the working men and women
who make this country gre
at. And it is the day that
r�gnizes the accomplish
ments of their unions. It has
The Solidarity Day Com
Solidarity Day is a coali become fashionable to attack
mittee held a mixer fund tion effort of the National
unions. So this Labor Day, it
raiser at the home of Gesa AFL-CIO, in a response to
is important to remember
Kearney in Grand Terrace Ronald Reagan's budget
that the union movement is last Friday. Almost 100 cuts. National Solidarity largely responsible for im·
people attended the affair.
bay will be held in Washing proving working cond/tions
Solidarity Day support is ton, D.C.
and living standards. The
gaining momemtum as 26
Locally the March will be union card has been a
new endorsement were
gin on the north side of City passport to better jobs and
added to the list. To date 27 Hall at 10:00 a.m. the rally in p for minority workers,
ay
organization and 54 indivi Fairmount Park officially who
are now more likely
dual endorsenients have begins at 12:00 noon, with than others to belong to a
been made.
main speeches continuing
until 3:00 p.m.

Solidarity Committee
Fund Raiser Held

Ledbetter In
School Board Race
Charles Ledbetter, educa• best noted for his stand on
tor, news reporter and form Health, Education and is
er school board member has against Drug Abuse.
filed to run for the Moreno
"I will bring to the board
Valley School Board of Edu sincerity, experience and
cation.
concern for all people," said
The election will be held in Ledbetter. Ledbetter form
November. Ledbetter is ally served on the School
Board in Moreno Valley.
government is now trying to break our union to stop this
strike and to stop us from telling the real story.

Riverside National AutoBank
Celebrates Expansion

n
Long known for con�e
g,:
h
bankin
throug
ient drive's
Bank
al
ation
·
N
Riv!lrside
5
148
at
ch
bran
AutoBank
xe
has
University Avenue

panded its services and
remodeled its building, and
is celebrating with an Open
House Aug. 31-Sept 4. Re
freshments will be served in

of

the lobby during regular
banking hours. ·
Orignally conceived to
provide quick, convenient
banking service to custom
ers of all Riverside National
Bank branches, AutoBank
has been rennovated to meet
growing community needs in
the University area.
This 'has been done by
tripling AutoBank's size, in
cluding the lobby. Three
more tellers are available for
faster service and there is,
additional parking. New ba
nking hours were put into
effect Sept 1. The lobby will,
be open Monday through!
Thursday from 8:30 a.m._- 3
p.m. and Fridays until 6 p.m.
Drive-through hours remain
the same.
1
A new service for comple
te customer convenience,

union. And the union move
ment has been an important
part of the drive for civil
rights.
The AFL-CIO, along with
civil rights groups and other
civic groups, will mount a
massive demonstration in
Washington on September
19, 1981. That Solidarity
Day rally will be to protest
current policies that hurt
poor people. Like the 1963
March on Washington, it will
be for jobs and justice. It
will send a message to
Congressmen, letting them
know that there is a silent
majority fighting further
cuts in basic programs. I1l
be there. I hope you will be
too.
AutoBank offers an "After
Hours 25-Hour" computer
teller. This service allows
deposits and withdrawals
from checking and savings,
loan payments and documen
tation of all transactions
every day including holi
days.
Hearing impared custo
mers can conduct banking
business via a special tele
phone hook-up by calling
686-2022. This service is
avaiable through the main
office (Central Branch) to all
Riverside National Bank
·branches.
Since 1975 Riverside Nat
ional's AutoBank has served
the community in the same
location. Sandee Hough ..is
AutoBank's recently ap·
pointed manager_

.,* ... .,*
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Black Voice News Now' In ·News
Stands All Over Riverside
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·Prohibition
of .Weapons

Imam Ron El-Amin

Moreno Valley News

Picture It •••

Models for America: Mark C. Bloome have personnel that is
very courteous and know their job. I was very pleased with
the service that I received at this facility near the "Tyler
Mall" in Riverside.
Moreno Valley Incorporation: The Voice will present a series
of interviews from local citizens that are interested in the
· groups that are for or against Incorporation. I feel that the
general public have a right to know the Pros and cons of
Incorporation.
March Air Force Base: As a Air Force Retiree, I feel that the
sevices provided at March AFB are the best; We have a
beautiful Chapel to worship God in, a Hospital where the
personnel is the best, a Commissary and BX to buy ge:oos, a
gym and physical condition unit; where we can get lil top
shape if we so desire and a NCO club where we can get good
meals and relax with friends. We salute you, commander and
personnel of March AFB.
Aa I Wu Jogging: Hot weather can't be used as an excuse
much longer. Get out and get in shape, I'll see you at the
"Mission Inn Run."

For constif?ation
you'll call it
"The Overnight Wonder"
Ever feel uncomfortable with your laxative?
Then it's time you tried the gentle medicine they
call "The Overnight Wonder."
It's today·s Ex-Lax and it relieves the d1scon;i
forts of constipation by helping restore the body s
own natural rhythm. Try it tonight. You'll like the
way you feel in the morning!
Chocolated or pills. Ex-Lax is ''The Overnight
Wonder."

Fine Photography

Famlly Portraits You
Can Treasure Always
Smi le! Have a lifetime
keepsake with- an endear
ing family portrait. Our pho
tographers are the best in
the business. Call today.
-COMMERCIAL
WEDDINGS

I
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REV. WM SELDON
PASTOR

CHURCH REPORTER:
Sis. Ruthie Seldon··
Our young people are malting preparation to enter
another year of school and for Dennis lckom and Sunnie G.
Gilmore, their last year of high school. Our prayers are with
them as they explore new adventures and face the
unexpected in their course of studies. We are very proud of
all our students and encourage you to take advantage of
every learning opportunity bufmost of all put God first in
your life.
The Building Fund Committee will be sponsoring a
musical on September 20th at 3:00. The Lewis Singer,
Voices of Hope and Friendship Baptist Church will be our
guest along with various groups in our church.
.
Dennis Ickom is to be Commeneded for entermg a
Bike-A-thon for the youth department to raise funds for the
new building we are in the process of purchasing.
We ha'fe been praying and asking for guidance as we
endeavored to purchase a place of worship. The Lord
answered our prayers and led us to purchase/enter escrow
on August 18th for a Church building in the La Sierra Area,
We are still praying that all of our financial needs be met as
we launch out in his name.
The women and men of our church are malting preparation
for our Annual Day on October 8th at 3:30 p.m. Our guest
will be Mt. Calvary Missionary Baptist, Indio and First
Baptist of Perris.
Rev. Edward Sewell brought our Missionary Message. He
spoke from Proverbs 13:15-18 and for a subject "A Misery of
a Sinful State." Rev. Sewell shared some of his experiences
while in a sinful state then he told us how good the Lord has
been to him since he has dedicated his life to Christ. The
happiness that he has now is in Christ Jesus. Th� �ev� h�
thrown stumbling blocks in his path but the spll'lt within
keeps him on the right path. Good understanding giveth
favour, but the way of transgressors is hard. We must pray
continuously that the Lord will keep us in peace with our
fellow man as we serve Christ.
Grace Bethel enjoyed a beautiful fellowship with the
Rubidoux Baptist Church on Sunday Afternoon. Our Mission
Chorus rendered selections and our pastor and other
members were in attendance.
We will be in prayer for the sick and shut-ins also for a
spiritual awakeness for all mankind.

•FREE•
in Community Rentals
Just Call 683-5280

HUMAN
AURA

Masters of East and West

EXPERIENCE the strengthening, purifying, and sealing of
your aura.
EXPAND and perfect your aura through vt"sualization,
meditation, and the science of the spoken Word.
DISCO VER how you can develop latent spiritual faculties
through the science of the seven major energy centers, or
chakras, as taught by Elizabeth Clare Prophet.

You are invited to a lecture and slide show.

No Admission Charge
Copy11ght@ 1981 Summn UnrYetlfl)' All rign11 rne,ve(I

"'·

�

RIVERSIDE SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
SINCE 1901

• Insured Savings Accounts
• Real Estate and Home
Improvement Loans
• Mortgage Counseling Service
EKECUTIVE OFFICE - 3985 UNIVERSITY (AT C�ESTNUT)
"ARLINGTON-MADISON OFFICE - S030 ARLINGTON (AT MAOISDNI
'PEDLEY OFFICE - 6169 PEOLEY RO. (AT LIMONITEI
LA SIERRA OFFICE - 4780 LA SIERRA AVE. (NEAR PIERCE ST.)
PHONE: 684-3366

•SATURDAY HOURS:
1AM TO 1 PM

LET'S HONOR THE WORKING
PEOPLE - OUR NATION'S LIFE
SOURCE

TM■a.1 ,, HO aooK OIi
IN THI 9IILI

U 1ou think there IS a 000k called

RevelaUona, In tilt Bible, loolc lt up
In 1011?1, and you will not Gnd lt.i
'l'he name of the 1ut book of the
Blblt la Revelation. or The Revela•
tlon of St. John. Many people put

an 111• on the ·end of. thla word and
do noc know that It iloet not belons

.,,there.

YOUR DOG NEEDS
VITAMINS, TOO.

A5eraeants

Ille {Je{ ca,e people
C1979 Miller-Morton Company, a subs1d1arv of
A.H. Robins Co., Richmond, V1r91nia 23230

._

Vote this year,
' like your life
depended on it.
It does.

,

•,. .

UVELATIONS

AUGUST 31,1981
KOLA SHAkAB at 7 p.m.

SEPTEMBER 4,1981

l

"Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm."·
Ralph Waldo Emerson·

..

FONTANA

Ramada Inn, El Toro Rm;
Univenity 7 p.m.

a

The Mission lesson was taught by the President Mother
Callie Merritt. Her subject was "Where Shall I Be When The
First Trumpet Sounds." It was taken from the book of
Revelation. Young people we are living in the days when
people kill babies for no apparent reason. Don't listen to
_
those who offer you a joint, want you to get high, shoot up or
take downers. These things will make you do things you
wouldn't even think of doing ordinarily or that you may not
remember doing them. How we treat one another is the way
we treat the Lord. We must love one another and work with
one another. Her lesson was beautiful.
"The Incompatibility of Good and Evil" is what the Pastor
wanted to speak about but James 1:19-22 is where the Lord
directed him this morning and he spoke about "Hearing and
Doing." Somebody no doubt is waiting for you to call them or
shake their hand. Wouldn't it be nice if you could live and not
have others bother you and your possessions? Everywhere
you go the Devil is there. The author of this text is thought
to be the brother of Jesus. We'll say things and sound
sincere and yet there we won't do them. How many of us are
_
willing to listen and hear someone else's side of a discussion?
How many of us know that we are saved and Jesus is firs: in
our lives? Joy comes from witnessing for the Lord, doing
your best to be obedient to God's word i be a doer of the
Word.

.,TheDEBUNKER
, .,,,, ,.,..,, ,.....

INFO.# 714-785-6031

SEPTEMBER 1,1981
KOLA SHANAB at 7 p.m.

·Pastor

51

By DORA LEE TALLEY

astaughtbythe

AUGUST 29,1981

·

l

IAL TO IMAGE MAKERS

STUDIES OF THE
'
��/�

'W: Rev. Levonzo �ray,

'

LIST YOUR RENTAL

116 N. Riverside Dr.
Rialto, CA
874-1090

'.

Baptist
Church
News

: GRACE BETHEL
9APTIST CHURCH

· Recent events in which hand guns have been used by
persons who identify with the leadership of the American
Muslim Mission have necessitated the restaL�ment of our
position on weapons.
Since the beginning of this community as the Nation �f
Islam it has been the accepted policy that no mem!>er of this
comro'unity should own, possess, carry on their per�� or
intend to use weapons of any type, including but not lilJllted
to firearms and knives.
Since 1975, the leadership of our community has
reaffirmed this ban on the possession and use of weapons.
Weapon-arriers are dangerous and cannot be considered
trustworthy. We must understand thaL it is unsafe and
self-destructive to have weapons in our homes, businesses,
automobiles or on our pe.rsons. We must also be mindful of
the fact that if a Muslim kills another Muslim, except as
attended under or by law in the cause of justice, he will be
denied the Paradise.
Let us put our faith and trust in something superior to
weapons: The power of truth, knowletlg� and r�ghteou�ness.
The easy access to firearms is a r�al h1clor in the rise or
crime and needless killings.
"The believers men and women, are protectors, one of
another: they enjoin what is just, and forbid what is evil:
they observe regular prayers, practice re �ular charily,, and
obey God and His Apostle.
.
.
On them will God pour His mercy: for God 1s exalted m
power, wise."
1Surah IX, Ayat 71

BY CHARLES LEDBETTER

��---Frle;;hl;J

N>rton Y�ove
5th District �rvisor
· Riverside Bcilrd of
Supervisors
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Come To Church This Week

ac:

St. Paul �
Ch QfCh ·}"'I .·
News:. .

Dr. Thomas
Celebrates Birthday ,

:/

�·

BLACK VOICE NEWS

The Pastor and congregation extends words of
encouragement to the youth, Rev. Hill and his staff for the
beautiful spirit and success of the Youth Revival last week.
It was a great source of growth and strength to all who
attended. On Wednesday, Sept. 2, 1981 (after prayer
meeting) the different auxiliaries of the church got together
in the Social Hall to celebrate the birthday anniversary of
our Pastor, Dr. Wm. Thomas, Happy Birthday Dr. Thomas.
After a month's vacation the Children's choir rehearsal
will resume on Friday evening, Sept. 11 at 6:00 p.m. A
special Public Meeting will be held Wednesday, Sept. 16 at
1:30 p.m. at City Council Chambers, 3900 Main Street,
Riverside. Concerning funds for Seniors and handicapped
persons. Your presence there will be impor�t.
The Youth Dept. and Jr. Usher Board will be going to
Magic Mountain on Saturday September 5, 1981 from 10
a.m. to 10 p.m.

By
Cheryl Brown
and
Tonya Williams

.fe
� ED J;�KINS�1
:J

-

f · .Gospel �
- . X- n
.,.Pressions�

Edward Jenkins Gospel Soul X·pressions broad
cast can be heard on Sundays 5-6 p.m. on radio station
KMA Y 1570 AM and 7•8 p.m. on radio station KUCR.
88.1 FM.

The Fourth of May, the children of the late Brother Joe
May, have come together for the first time to produce this
most unique album.
The Inland Empire has accepted this L.P. with much
aldoration. For many years audiences have been spiritually
wooed by captivating voice and gestic�lations of the genius
of Brother Joe May.Therefore, it is understandable that one
would expect some of these charateristics to surface in his
siblings. After listening tq the album I can say that the
Fourth of May have developed their own unique sound that
places them in a category exclusive to any other group of
yesterday or today.
I expect this effort to gain popularity by being placed on
the national charts.
Personally, I enjoy the title track selection, 'Tm Blessed,"
.
and the first cu\ on side one, "Redeemed .. The entire album
will supply the typical gospel aspirant with many moments
of listening pleasure.

REV. WM JACKS

. '
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k

PASTOR

The song "It's Amazing" prepared ihe congregation for
the message "Blessings That Come Through Shortages."
John 6:9.
Rev. William Jacks was warmly welcomed back by the
congregation as we begin a new year. This was Rev. Jacks-'
second Sunday back is the pulpit following two surgeries.
· In the John 6:9 message he told the story of how his car
qroke down 125 miles from the nearest town and a stranger
stopped to help him. He spoke of how Jesus fed the
multitudes from 8 loaves of bread and 5 fish, a blessing that
ap
came from a shortage.
Christ Temple C.M.E. of San Bernardino were visitors due
to their annual conference in Los Angeles. Among them
were, Darlene Clark, M. Ortiz, Leonard, Chrystal, and
Dr. Wm. Thomas
Arnold Silas, Floyd Milner, Christine and Judith Fuller,· 1
Ebony R. Fairly, also visiting was Elaine Eatson, Tuscon;
Arir.ona, Fred E. Turner, Audry Sims, Rody A. Morns and
Archie Maeadoo. We were certainly blessed to have so many
visitors.
a
You'll do more 'than read the news. You'll be the news,
Pastor
"Back To School Fshion Show" will be held Sunda/
1
-=
.\I,•� ... • .� �'":: .. · •, · "'c:-- -::-: �-· i P. .,..,i.:
September 12, 1981 at 4:00 in the social hall.
·�-: : , >;· -�t. ; �-. ·,t�::-��·-f/'. �:��/,;' !�i� ·_:·,:•
''.l"I •:••�l.'' ''.,' ,•:. , � ••· 't' ;" ;'l'. '! •,r• -.....
J. Ray Thornton
;"'l ;".. ·�.'. . ·� -· • , .'' ·- • .
The pastor and members of St. Paul extend our deepest
� .,.,. ... \,' ...
-�••-,\ :-i:.� -.::-;--, ";./" -�:·
. ;"• �.' • 'l :"., •• • - . • • • • • j' '
sympathy to Mrs. Mae Kennedy in the loss of her husband, i<.•• i. �,..1-:-.;-'\.·•
:: ., ·•...:, . .. .. .·, . �-·� ...
,.\
_ Mr. William Orr, in loss of his brother who lived in Chicago, ·,.
.. :;• ••,,·
!\. �-. --·� .:. .:., .,'. --:.... .• • ,· :•,Cherrie Tate , Acting Reporter
and to Mrs. Hattie Vaughn in the passing of Rev. E. Vaughn. lo'.:'\.:,.:.. :· .-
._!!,-•, ·····.:.:; .
.
'
Our prayers are with you that. God will continue to bless,
:·,,- _• .:1
.
(POMONA)
. ... . - �--·•"'
Sunday, August 30, 1981 members of Allen Chapel strengthen, and comfort you in your hour of sorrow.
es
. welcomed their minister, Rev. J .R. Thornton, as he returned
Remember the sick and shut-ins in your daily prayers.
.
�
from the Annual Conference. We are grateful and elated
REV.
.. - : .. ...
that Rev. Thornton will remain at Allen Chapel for at leut
1.· . .:·---·
1
Bible Study each Sunday at 6:00 p.m.
. .-- : '\ .. -�. :: . "
another year. We are confident that under his leadership the
.. .. '·JOHN H. WOODS JR.
�:•.:•,--.--••. : .. , ·- ... ...
1 ...
Evening Wonhip each Sunday at 7:00 p.m.
"'
Word of God will be taught and the church will continue to
·L
_,,,
c..,
·;-.;•:· - '.• �--..
Our sympathy and prayers. are with the Moeby's family
go forward.
"""'
.
-� .'. --;. .. . . ..:.. . .. . •, .. '
Tlr
?:.I
:,,,_ .. --·
,..,,•
On this fifth Sunday he. appropriately chose as his topic and the Plumner's family in their time of breavement.
'by Ms. Alice D. Mitchell
pl),'),
We invite you to our Sunday morning services at 10:45
"It's Time for a Change." His text wu taken from Romana
,,_.
•·•••• •:\"'' ·•-··· ····,t,:·,.·:,,. 11d
""""''
12:2-3. Rev. Thornton pointed out that we are not placed in a.m.
r::.:.� .. • i.:_
\
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"WRAPPED
U
P;
TIED
UP;
TANGLED
UP
IN
JESUS"
,,_u
Allen
Chapel
A.M.E.
is
a
going
church
for
a
coming
Christ.
.
.... . ,,:"::·':.:
•• .;:·. -..: fl:-...
;,:,,.
any position to stay. He reminded ua just like the world the
Wl'II
"'
I
H
:..•
'-'&'
•
.!."
..
:;
:
-r·,•:'-:'t'
\
I ·.,.·.
,
'
,_n,
: was thespi.rit-ftlled song where the Mission Chorus really Church
is constantly changing. He noted that with all the REMEMBER "BE NOT CONFORMED TO TIS WORLD:
...
· ·struted their stuff on this past Sunday which was Mission education and scientific knowledge which man has acquired, BUT BE YE TRANSFORMED BY RENEWING OF YOUR �:�;��� '?,:�:;:�·, �\�;: \.-:. :\���- I�� ,rnlioM Gf Black nwn and '"11m,n t.11,in1 nnl• Blad, 1n1An•
• •·�'.::".a·· •:·..:.:.: l.': :''l'•";"' ::-:r :��'\'·"�
nt11,p1pt-rc, Stpttmbtr 1·.'1'"1.
• '?I
:::
::-:.;r :1Y..�·.:, H.• ,:: :::r�·,·,:,
· Sunday.,
it has not provided man with fullfillment. The one MIND......"
Sister E. Brown and Mother T. Smith belted out the lead fullfillment man needs 11 spiritual. When a man is in Chriat
e Black Owned Communications Alliance
parts to this number which really set our souls on fire. 1
P.O. Box 2757 Grand Central Station, New 'lbrk, New '1brk 10017
Tll
he is a new creature. A conversion takes place and a penon
.
The speakers for the 8:00 a.m. and 10:45 a.m. services
no longer does and says the same things.
were Rev. Curtis F. James, Assistant Pastor of Mt. Zion and
The choir sung several selectiona but. my favorite wu
Rev. Sam Howard; Youth Pastor at Community &ptist "God is Still Pusing Out Blessings." I muat u.y they did a
Church of COmpton, respectively.• James subject was,
beautiful job.
"If [t Ain't One Thing It's Another." Rev. Howard spoke
The man who expeda to go to heaven ahould take U..
from the subject; "UGA; University or God Almighty." Both trouble to study the route that will get him then.
speakers spoke well as they imparted to us the word of God.
An interesting feature of Sundays' services was the short Announcements:
speeches given by several members of the Missionary
Plana are being made for our church anniverN17. We
Society. Their talks was truly delightf.ul and inspiring.
will keep you informed.
_
For: Pre-Screened,
Trainable,
Qualified and
Motivated
Employees

tAllen Ch

el

A.M.E.

Buy only a Black

. Church News.

MT. Z·ION

,
newspaper Septemb�r 17.
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BOCA

On-The-Job Training Works·

NAACP

Take The Risk Out Of Hiring

���

MESSAGE

in a day of rest for tbe working clau. Blacks do not
need Laborleu Days, Blacks need employment.
JoiD the NAACP and you will rid the Dual Society
concept, because it creates an Unequal Society.

U there was no NAACP - Where would you be?
Blacks have never fully benefited from Labor Day.
Today many Blacks are jobless, so they are unable to
enjoy Labor Day. Blacks l ead the nation in
unemployment, so it is difficult to get Blacks involved

Pit!.,,,, Print
""·

DATE"

-- -

SIGNED-----------=

TCLEPHONE------

■

so::-:-U-;-:C::-:IT�O:

Type nf .Ml'ffll,mbip:

tJORE!IS

Mi.:limu:n ........ . . . . . ...... $10.00

0

Contr.buhng...••••••••••• ,, .$25.00

0

0
Youth (17 to 21). ... : . .. ... . . . $2.00 0
Junior Life Membership (lo
age 13) SlC0.00 0
Senior Life Membership...• $500.00 D
Youth (under 17) ............. $LOO

(Memberships nf $10.00 (lt1d 11p: lt1dt1dt' S-1.00 for
one year's 111bscriprion lo the "Crisis'�
''JOIN. THE FIGHT FOR FREEDOM"
N.

A. A,

C.

P. MEMBERSHIP

On-The-Job lraining (OJT) a proven Program for providing Employers with
dependable, reliable workers, is available to both small and large Businesses.
In the inland empire more than 500 business operations have used this OJT
Program with good results.
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CAMPAl<ilN

N.A.A.C.P. P.O. Box 55131 Riverside, CA 92517
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JOIN

TODAY
ITS PURPOSES

1. To eliminate raclal discrimi n atio n and segregation from
all aspects of public il fe nI America.
2. To s ecure I free ballot for every qualified Ame rican
citizen.
3. To seek Jus t1ce nI the courtll.
4. To secure leglslatlon t;,annlng discrimination and
segregat ion.
5. To secure equal Job opportu nitie s baaed upon Individual
merit witho u t regard to race, religion , or nlU0nal origin.
8. To end mob ·violence and police brutality.

Sl-855111-wa1lll, S.C. Z-P
..... CADI
(1UJS'2-l529

■ OJT increases profit by reducing hiring and

cosu.

Employers are reimbuned
trainina
up to 5°" or salary paid.
Reimbursements are :tu- free.

■ OIT Programs can last rrom 4 to 26 weeks.
■ OJT candidates are pre-screened. OJT

candidates receive counseling before and
after placement to ensure successrul
transition.

■ OIT Provides qualified and motivated

Employees who want to learn about and work
in your business.

Let tbe Inland Ara Urba Lape be an extension of your Personnel
• Department

------------ACT NOW-----------,---,
Yes, I want to know more about
information to:

on and how to put it to use in my Company. Please send more

NAME: ________________________

ADD�: _____________________

TELEPHONE:(_) _______ ZIP CODE: _______
D Please have a Repraentative contact me

President Riverside Chapter

Ms. Eunice Williamson
M/\Il YOUR MEMBERSHIP TO NAACP,
P.O. BOX 55131, Riverside,CA 92517
.\
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THURSDAY, September 3, 1981

BLACK VOICE NEWS

How To File A Charge
Who's Not Covered

ABC's

NO ONE may retaliate against any person because he ..Instructions and forms for filing a charge are
jor she has opposed any discriminatory_ �mployment available from the EEOC District Office nearest you
f practices, or has made charges, testified or par- ,or from:
OFFICE OF COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS
1 ticipated in any action under Title VII.
THE U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
COMMISSION
WHO ·IS NOT COVERED BY TITLE VII
2401 E Street, N.W.
..Title VII does not cover employees or applicants of
Washington, D.C. 20506
· the Federal government, government-owned cor
(202) 634-6850
porations of Indian tribes. Under Executive Order
11478 administered by the U.S. Civil Service Com , . The "Charge of Discrimination" form should be
mission (CSC), Federal employees and applicants are completed and taken (or mailed) to the EEOC District
·" ·I
protected from job discrimination based on race, Office nearest you. The EEOC, however, will accept
· President of
color, sex, religion or national origin. Under the 1972 any written statement which identifies parties and
BW ASSOCIATES are connltanta on perlOllllel/.....,.. Amendments to Title VII, Federal workers and ap clearly describes the discriminatory acts complained
meat/dilcrimination and Affirmative Action reJatecl mat
plicants may file private lawsuits if discrimination of. The agency cannot act on charges received over
ten. Yoa can contact them for 1ervice throup thia
charges are not settled satisfactorily within the the telephone. All charges must be in writing.
. .Charges covered by Title VII will be processed in
government agency or the CSC.
the following manner:
..•The EEOC District Office which receives your
charge must "defer" it to an approved state or local
HOW TO FILE A CHARGE
fair employment practices agency (FEP). The
..If· you believe that you have been discriminated deferral agency has 60 days to act on the charge (120
against in an employment situation because of your days if the agency has been operating less than one
.
.
. . .
race, color, sex, religion or national origin, you may year). In localities where there is no FEP agency, the
file a charge with the U.S. Equal Opportunity Com EEOC assumes immediate responsibility for
mission. It is important for you to file your charge processing the charge.
.
�
promptly.
..•If there has been no action by the state or local FEP

agency after 60-120 days, the EEOC assumes
responsibility for processing the charge on the 61st12lst day. This then becomes tl:e official filing date of
the charge.
..-Within 10 days of the offical filing date, the EEOC �
will notify those who are being charged.
..-The EEOC will then conduct an investigation to
detremine if the charge has merit under the law.

of

Affirmative -�
Actionf
W:
By Hardy Brown

.. -If the investigation reveals sufficient evidence of
discrimination, the EEOC's findings will be reported
to all parties and attempts will be made to resolve the
charge through informal methods of conciliation. 'The
case is closed if an agreement acceptable to all
parties is reach�d.
-If a successful conciliation is not reached the
EEOC may file suit in a Federal district court on your
behalf. You may also file a court suit on your own.
-If however, the evidence from the investigation
does not indicate violation of the law, the EEOC will
take no further action. At this point, you will be in
formed of your right-to-sue, and upon receipt of a
right-to-sue letter, you have 90 days to initiate private
civil action if you so desire. You also may request a
right-to-sue, letter if the EEOC has not brought suit
within 180 days from the official filing date of your
charge.

new....,_.

'·Personal
. Val_ues.

1

, . By Charles
tedbetter

Part 2 Interview with Dr. Taylor-

�---------------....,
INTERVIEW BY CHARLES LEDBETrEB WITH DIL
DARREL 'tAYLOR• SUPERINTENDENT• PUHSD

Augu.at 12,1981

What can be done to Improve Human Relati0111?

. ·. ....

The Perris Union High School District has developed a
strong affirmative · action employment program. It is o�
goal to employ certificated and classified personnel whicll
represents t�e ethnic composition of our district. OID
students observe very competent minority employees ia
administration, teaching and classified positions. Respect
and appreciation for diversity results from this exposure. It
is our employment goal, too, that personnel employed are
thoee who can work objectively and fairly with students and
community members. Perris Valley Junior High School bu a
multi-eultural component written into the Sc&ool Improve
ment Program at that site. This is effective iE helping

students understand one another.
My bottom line is that I expect the employees of this
district to treat all people with respect and understanding.

....1111

What do you think of the N.E.A.'s program to combat the
KKK?

I am not acquainted with N.E.A.'s program to combat the
KKK. My position is that any disruptive activity on our
How do yoa pereeive Race Relatiou in thia BCbool diatrict? campuses will not be allowed. Activities that cause a
negative feeling between people and that inhibit a good,
I think the r,elationship between ethnic groups in our positive campus environment will not be tolerated. It is just
district is good. 'This doesn't mean that there are not that simple.
occasional problems. There are. However, these problems
are becoming less. I am pkased to see a good mixture of all What are the plans for further developaent of the Perna
ethnic backgrounds o/hen I attend sehool district programs. Union l6gh School Diatrict?

The Perris Union High School District can look forward
to some very encouraging progress. This fall construction
will begin on the Perris High School campus to extend the
facilities there by 90,000 sq. feet. When this construction is
completed, the school will be able to house approximately
2,000 students. The new facilities ir elude a new library, an
expanded cafeteria which will seat 750 people and will have a
stage for concerts and other fine arts activities, an auto
shop, welding shop, agriculture mechanics shop and a
- graphic arts shop. Several additional classrooms will be built.
and the gymnasium and lockerrooms will be greatly
expanded.
The Perris Union High School District and City of Perni
are working together to build a community swimming pool
on the high school campus. This pool will be used for school
instruction as well as valley recreation. Funds are being
raised for this project and it is hoped that constriiction can
begin in the spring of 1982.

1

YALUTE Jo AmERICAn LABOR

What's made our country so productive and fruitful, able to
achieve a standard of living unmatched by other nations _in the
world, is the strength of' our labor force. Our inge uity, deter
mination and hard work, our eagerness to take risks, to dare and
explore, has led to achievements we never dreamed possible.
- Each of us in our own way, with our special skills and abilities,
contributes to Jhe well-being and progress of all. Today; on Labor
Day, we take this chance to congratulate all the working
men and women on a job carefully and proudly well done!'

/'

Salute to Labor Day

YALUTE To AmERICAn LABOR

San Bernardino
American News

El Chicano

EL CHICANO PUBLICATION
P.O. Box 827
Colton, Callfornla 92324

U'l'li/J& ,z,1:_1.4=
Robert Hamtmrk
5th District �
San Betnatdim Cbunty
Cllairmm of
lmrd of Supervisors

Established February, 1973
, ...Adjudicated a legal newspaper of general .
circulation on July 8, 1974, case number 108890 by
the Superior Court of Riverside County.
....BLACK VOICE is a weekly newspaper,
published every Thursday by Hardy Brown and
Associates, 4465 Mt. Vernon Avenue, P.O. Box 1591
-·Riverside, California 92507. Telephone (71fl 824- .

�

Tribute to those who make�!�

.

8884.

.... The Black Voice sells for 25 cents peP copy,
Subscription is $12.00 per year. Out Of State sub,
scriptions $15.00.
. 'The BLACK VOICE'S Objective is to serve the
entire community.
....News releases appearing in the BLACK VOICfi'
do not necessarily express the policy nor the opini0111
Of the publishers.
. , ..The BLACK VOICE reserves the right to edit or
rewrite all news releases.
HARDY BROWN, Publisher
CHERYL BROWN, Editor-Owner
AADESSLILLY, Managing Editor
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State Senator,
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32nd Senate District

*LABOR DAY*
IAlve!VkKenna
3rd District �rvisor
San Betnatdim Cpunty
lmrd of Supervisors

,Gene Cummings
on Newton's
People on the job
... in every job . ..
have played the
biggest part in the

Everybody knows Newton's Law of "what goes up, must
come down."

Unfortunately, nobody seems to know how to apply it to ,:
today's inflated economy. Except

Gene Cummings

· workings and pros

We'd like to pay tribute to all
you hard working men and
women pf America. Your dili
gent labors are well appre
ciated. Thanks, one and all.

�1 .WORKING TOGETHER

we salute our working force

Working People Take A Bow On Your Day

�IlDlymm
JmresCrmrer
6.5th �IlDly District

df
llfAllBKO)IR?
IINIY
lb
I
111 , HONORING A N.AflON

perity of 01,r tzation.
They're America's !
winning team, .. and
have earned 011r pride
and respect for the
fine job they're doing!
Well done, America!

Tomas Rivera,

He is your local Farmers,lnsurance Agent.And, while the
cost of everything is going up, he knows how to get insur1
ance costs down.
Whether it's with deductibles or discounts, he can prob
ably save you money on your insurance. On your property,
your home, your car and on your life.
Why not give him a call?

2259 University An.
Riverside, CA 92507
17141 684-1113

University of
00th �IlDly District Olanrellor,
CaHfomia, Riverside · Farmers Insurance Group

!,MAVOR As·s NOTES

.,

Items of General Interest
to the Citizens ·01 Riverside
city, put in sprinklers, grass,
goal posts, backstops and
backboards so our young
people could hav.e facilities
for their athletic events.
I do not feel we need
consultants and high priced
engineers to design these
areas, nor do we nee d
"fancy" parks with the up•
keep expenses of the ones
we now have.
It's heartening to note
that many p arents have
offered their services to help
build these playing fields.
This brings to mind a
p rogram which has had
notable success at Fairmount Park and could be
expanded to all city parks. I
like to call this the V J.P.
Program (Volunteers in
Parks).
Essentially, the program
could function like the school
system's P.T.A. A group of
neighboring citizens living
around a park could take
turns volunteering to monitor park activities. Then all
the Parks Department em-

would have to do is
come each day to pick up the
trash, clean the restrooms,
and at intervals mow and
trim the grass. General
watering and pick up could
be done by neighborhood
volunteers.
As in most voluntee r
programs, the success of the
project depends on a respon
sible coordinator to work
with the volunteers and see
that the job gets done.
At a recent City Council
meeting a rep re sentative
from Junior Tackle Football
requested the city to deve
lop a large grassed area with
adequate parking for use by
the Junior Tackle Football
League.
As Mayor I have received
Following discussion, the
many calls from concerned
City Council requested city
parents because of the lack
staff to consider the feasibi
of playing fields for Junior
lity of developing such a
Tackle football.
facility on city owned prop•
In my State of the City
erties on Chicago Avenue,
Message last year I challenCentral Avenue and near
ged the City Council and the
the Tequesquite Arroyo. I
Parks Department to find
go along with the sentiments
some large flat areas in the
of the Junior Tackle Football
e n
p
- !:: u; �:: : f��or:�!
report. We must give our
young people a place where
they
can get back on the
.
·
playing
fields again, and
�
. ��
··
� stay on them with the
support of volunteers.
READ BILALIAN NEWS
It was with great interest
ployees

Bus·1ness Card Ads
INLAND FISH DISTRIBUTORS
PAUL KHALID

RON EL-AMIN

P.O. Box !5264
RIVERSIDE, CA 921:117

(714> eaa.eeo7 ExT.

11,

24 HR, PHONE SERVICE

CANDLES
NOvELT ES

MACRA�E
CROCHET

�

fi;na ; 9,jt cJ/,op

RICHARD BOWEN who are 1@J-if1
't' .'<.
actively involved in the local ,, ·
cha p ter of the California
Assocaition for Neurologi
cally Handicapped Children,
an Association for Children
and Adults with Learning
Disabilities.
Mr. BOWEN is the Presi
dent of the Riverside County
Chapter. These concerned
parents came to the Mayor's
office to ask me to proclaim
October, 1981 as Learning
Disabilities Month in conjun
ction with the International ·
Year of the Disabled.
CANHC-ACLD has a cha
ter
in Riverside which
p
p rovides s p eakers, films
workshops, conferences, lit
\
erature and rap sessions to
Dr. Hazel Russell
help parents understand and
cope with their loved ones
who manifest learning, per•
ceptual and behavioral hand
icaps. This is usually due to
neurological impairment or
brain dysfunction caused by
damage to the central nerv
ous system.
RIVERSIDE . Hazel Russell has once again decided to
CANHC-ACLD believes
challenge Ed Shepherd for Riverside City Council, 2nd
these children and adults Ward. The last time these two faced off, during the 1978
can le arn through good Run-Off Election, Dr. Russell came within 35 votes of the
medical diagnosis. prescrip incumbent. The energetic and determined Dr. Russell hu
tive education, sensory-mo stated that she is "Confident of Election this Time" due to
tor training, auditory/lang both a "Renewal of Community political spirit, as well u a
uage help, visual training, quick response from both contributors and grass-roots
nutruitional planning, spec support."
ial vocational training and
"I love Riverside" continued Mrs. Russell, a 2nd Ward
ego-supportive counseling.
resident for 35 years, "I want to contribute to the plan and
CANHC-ACLD meetings direction of its growth." According to many, Hazel Russell
will be held at 3939 Thirte has already contributed greatly to the enrichment of life in
enth Street every fourth
Rive rside, throu_gh her efforts as both teache r �n�
_
Thursday at 7:15 p.m. begin administrator for the Riverside Unified School D1stnct.
ning in Sep te mber. For Russell currently serves as director of the Emergency
further information call � School Aid act for her district.
5966 or write CANHC
Russell also belongs to a wide range of community support
ACLD, P.O. Box 55404, organizations such as the United Way, the American Red
Cross, the NAACP, the National Urban League and Urban
Riverside, 92517.
League Guild, the Sickle Cell Anemia Foundation, and the
Senior Citizens "Day-Away" program of the YWCA, to name
a portion of the many groups through which Dr. Russell ?u
contributed to the growth of her city and the Inland Empire.
Dr. Russell was also honored as the recipient of the
honorary community Doctoral degree in education fro� the
Inland Empire Chapter of the A. Philip Randolph Institute,
during this organization's tribute to "Black �omen
Achievers" during March of this year. Her stamina and
strength of character and purpose, have garnered her �Y
honors not to mention respect and admiration from many in
her community who have witnessed her dedication to both
the youth and the general population of her city. _ _
PRUS• CURL.
Russell has pledged a serious committment to the Citizens
CONDITIONERS
of the Second Ward to be responsive to their needs, and
unify all of Riverside in a cooperative effort to attract new
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........

�I;
"'-''

.......................

(5

2211 UNIVPSITY AVE.
IUVEll IOE. CA ea 07
PHONE 7e4-10-41

■

[l]
dhade� of !Buiu.ty �al.on
"'Wl:cu .:S1Ju11t rPao/J.&
SHIRLEY

■

�

15743 BROCKTON
RIVERSIDE. CA. 92!50H
Tues. • SAT. 9 To 6

Complete
Line
Make-up, Manicures & Fingerpainting
We Care About Your Hair

DR. COREY AND FAMILY

SALES & SERVICE

#�Bill's USED CARS
-f

(

Ebony C1te.1.t !Beauty dafon

CARS VOU CAN DEPIEND ON

Oil

..

c:A{ut"

ROUSSARD • 0-IUI

#

Dr. Henry E. Corey, Occupation:
A 1'.t;clear, Biological Chemical
Research Scientist
2021 Mission Ave. Suite 289
Oceanside, CA 92054
Phone (714) 757-2357

See BIii for a Real Deaf .�
��
�

WILLIAM D. DRAKE, OWNl:R
!5326 MISSION BLVO.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92509

683-5250

■

.J • B

■

• INDU TIIIAL • IIIE IDENTIAL.

COMMERCIAL.

INSURED & BONDED

J. L. BRATTON & CO.
CONTRACT

•

lerap Dealers.

CUSTODIAN

■

BETTER WORKMAN HII"
FOIi A COMl"IITITIVIE PIIICE

[714] 7114-S975

9B3-4062
J. L. BRATTON
W. G. BRATTON.

EVE. 984-0349
216 E, NEVADA
ONTARIO, CALIF.

<JJ�cGy, '71,�J-<:Ju'Zl1itu'le

+

5231½ 34th St.

I

'.001�AYS A WKE1C

wt BUY & s&LL

HOUIS: 9

L. BENJAMIN LIVINGSTON, PH,D.

RUBIDOUX. CA 92509

GROCERIES • PRODUCE
COLD BEER • WINE

0RIALTO 92376

9'0NTANA,

201 W. BIG SPRINGS ROAD
RIVERSIDE, CALIF. �21107

Our American
Work Force
A meriq;a's wage earners are Amer£\ica's, strength. Let's show our
pride for their important efforts.
1 36th

IT .PA:YS TO ADVERTISE

PSYCHO-DYNAMICS

HOURS 10 � m , IO p m OAIL Y
15 miles W ol

San Ber nard,no on 110)

(PERSONAL MOTIVATIONAL PROGRAMS)

( 714) 875-5 750

0

Anniversary Speclal
Sl:00 with this card.

3e3e UNIVERSITY AVE.
SUITE 218
/
RIVERSIDE, CA 1121:101

BERNICE A. WAMPLER
BUS, 7B1-B1534
RES. 6B2-00�1

SEND' A MESS_ACE
TO WASHINGTON
JOIN YOUR FRIENDS, NEICHBORS AND

•

CO-WORKERS
'
IN A RALL V TO PROTEST
REACAN'S POLICIES AND BUDCET CUTS!
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
10:00 A.M.
CITY HALL
3900 MAIN ST., RIVERSIDE, CA
FAIRMOUNT PARK.
3624 FAIRMOUNT BLVD., RIVERSIDE, CA
12:00 NOON
FOR INFORMATION CALL
MARGIE AKIN, SOLIDARITY DAY COORDINATOR: (714) 787-0318 or 825-7871

CALI�OIINIA

6�������

�

f/1.f..Jt

,

�

-�-�""""""

�-'<w�

,,,..,V�!'),.

(m )11J.fQJU

'

. \

,.

District

PAST• PRESENT• FUTURE
ADVICE ON ALL MATTERS

'l

Congressman George E. Brown

FORTUNE TELLER

i'"""1n ,?',.n4·..,

(.,141 !182-400!1

J

(714) 823-2424

INDIVIDUAL., GROUP AND FAMILY PSYCHOTHERAPY

BY APPOINTMENT

Saluting·

18911 WUT HIGHLANO AvaNua

LICENSED PSYCHOLOGIST

TELEPHONE:

·'

SUNRISE MARKET

10694 Mapiolia A-ye. • lll-..nicle, 'CA 92505 ,

Announcing the Services of

J

PALM• CARO• PSYCHIC READINGS

�-� 564 EAST FOOTHILL BLVD.

686-1290

■

industry and its companion of increased employment.
"Crime is directly related to a lack of employment" said
Hazel, "And the sooner we substitute chronic unemployment �
with jobs and positive activity among our youth replaces
drugs and boredom, the crime rate will automatically drop.
Mrs. Russell has also stated that she wishes her ·•
constituency to feel that she is highly accessible and will
keep her lines of communication open to suggestions from all
who share her goal of a better Riverside.once she is elected.
Hazel believes that among her top priorities will be the
facilitation of both rap�rt and a spirit of cooperation
between all of the various functioning divisions of City
government. "I believe that the people of Riverside, and
specifically the Second Ward want both efficiency and
excellence in City Government." With this type of attitude,
many feel the Russell has a very real chance to build her :
..
political momentum and gather an even stronger showing
than in her neck-to-neck finish in 1978.
Election day is November 3, 1981. The last day to register
•
in order to vote, is October 5, 1981.

Russell to
challenge Shepard

BERTHA'S BEAUTY SALON

CERAMICWARE SPECIALTIES
O?EN TUES0AY THRU 5ATUROA'Y 10 A.._. • 6? M
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

o...o.xr..coxa

'Employment

CONSUM.R
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

(Help Wanted)

J11le Qr .l:!UJ'la l.e

Family & Consumer Sciences AdvI101
University of C a�torn,a

By EUNICE WILLIAMSON

Babysitter
Housekeeper
needed for Black Family
in Pomona area
may live in or out.
Prefer Mature Woman
628-2054

QUESTION: h wd fvaiture II blrpia?

ANSWER: Yea, if chosen carefully. If you need furniture
and are working with a limited budget, consider u,ed

furniture. In fact, good quality used furniture may be more

durable and better looking than poor quality new furnitl!l'e.

A. you look around secondhand stores, garage sales 11nd
family attics consider these points before selecting

furniture:

... It die rfpt ltyle?

Choose something you like. Remember, you will be seeing it

PICK UP A JOB SKILL
WIIRE YOU PICK UP A DIPLOMA.

everyday.

... It eafertable?

Learn a valuable job skill while you're still in high school �ith
Sit on a chair or eofa before you make a deeiaion. Be sure it
your local Anny Reserve unit. You'll earn over $1.000 a year part·
tim�. and all it takes is a weekend a month during school-the rest
provides good body aupport and is a comfortable size.
of your training is in the summer. If you're 17 or older and at least
•11 It well IDIM?
a sophomore, look into it. Call rour Anny Representative, in the
Check for good quality construction and workmanship.
Yellow Pages under "Recruiting'.
a.
Look for 10lid frames that do not creak or give when r-----====--...
-=
..

=--- _-_-_ .._.,__;;._;;.�::------,

pushed.

b.

Open drawers to see if they slide eaaily rather than

sticking or aagging.

e.

d.

Remove drawen to check joints, braces and guides.

Decide what you will have to do to make this furniture

useable-a simple cleaning or more involved repairs,
painting, refinishing, or reupholatering. If you have the

A

time, energy and skills to do the work yourself, you can save
consider whether the furniture is worth your t otal

investment. Good quality used furniture choeen carefully

and treated creatively can be a good investment and

bargain!

MEET10DAY'SARMY RESERVE.

Betty Myles

Ira Gray

Mayor Ab Brown

Edward Jenktns·

Ollie M. Andrews

Gwen Streeter

Herbert Adamu

Charles Ledbetter

Ron Ei-Amln

Vernon Jordan

Ruthie Seldon

.U NAME-----------
1
STREEl-----------1

The City has obtained from the
Director of the Departme11t of
Industrial Relations the general
prevailing rate of per diem
the
general
ages
and
prevailing rate for holiday and
overtime work in the locality
where the work will be con
ducted. Said rates are on file
with the City Clerk and will be
made available to any interested
party on request. Each con
tractor to whom a contract is
awarded must post copies of the '
prevailing wage rate at the job .
site, and must see that he and all �
subcontractors are paying said
rates.

COLUMNIST AND CONTRIBUTORS

Rev. & Mrs. E. Jefferson Theresa Jewell

All bids are to be compared on
he basis of the City Engineer's
estimate of quantities of work to
be done.

Cynthia Morris

San Francisco Correspondent

Sharon L. Gralne,

No bid will be accepted from a
contractor who is not licensed in

Entertainment Editor
James Powell,

ZIP.--------

Paulette Brown

■ lade Fashio■s
for the discriminating. person.

ART DEPARTMENT

■

Hardy Brown, Jr.

Perso11I c·ou sultations

PAPER CARRIER MANAGER

..

�iJ\.

. Willie Mae's ·

BraiderJ
BRAIDING
* HAIR WEA VES
* SCULPTURED
NAILS
* JERI-CURLS
by/HIRMACK
ALL YOUR BEAUTY
NEEDS
PROFESSIONALLY
APPLIED

By

b�

& ff•_ir_Affair

C�

for your Insurance needs

Homeowners
Auto• Fl re
life • Trucks
Renters • Crime
Com11erclal
Condominiums
Mobile Homes
Boats • RV's
Workers' Comp• Farm and Ranch

Willie Mae Beverly

Willie Mae Beverly
4173 :PAR� AVEN.UE

ent system, employee depe

ndent health plan, employee
a
life inlurame, F.I.C.A., vc

ation, lick lave, 11 paid

holidays.

Completed appUcation m1111t

be received DO later than 5
p.m., September 10,1981

City of Blythe,
Apply:
Personnel Department, 220

No. Spring St., Blythe, CA
92Z'l5

EOE/MF

CITY OF RIVER.SIDE

Water Utility Plumber
$1269 · S1543

Heavy Equipment Mecbaaic
11439•11750

RIVERSIDE COUNTY
A..listant Director ol
Nursing Services

11900 • 12356 month

RIVERSIDE UNIFIED
SCHOOL DISTRICT

School Secretary m · $920 •

Media Center Clerk Il•U.79

Instructional Aide · S3.99 •

S4.19
Media Center Clerk I • $4.56

•

)

t

LARGEST SELECTION OF TAPES &
RECORDS IN THE.SAN BERNARDINO AREA
:;����:�ACCESSORIES
CE
: �� R :::REOS
.
• GIFT fTEM_ s_,
• CAR SPEAKERS as low as
ALL SIZES AND SHAPES :
• TAPES
• RECORDS

t
tlAO{'-•SERV/e£ � t
t
<f_(')

/

(. '\(.)"

y�

�

�
�

:�4.:.�1

�,

1'9 Mom•

,y

We specialize

o

LP's ond 45 rpm. Records

T�pes, Cosselles, 8 Trock lope s,
Mony other Acc e ssorie s

U
�

�

cf)

We do compl ete instollotion

CB Radios & T•e Players

:::"; �· �
flnollc•
lit Stick

"11-f04'•
'Ool4•n ,..,.
°IIIHr 1..1•

.

(Ch ock our LOW ptho1
on Cl ecce11orlo1)

• ----SWI Motor■

�

"GET YOUR HANDS ON. FAMOUS BRANDS"
Electra �h'OJ'O"ix

Dlscauu for: Accldenl�ree Drivers
Good Students • Mulllple Cars

-�_.-�t10L •.,_ 1111✓

�,.\,\.o""�Flo'-)'cf

A wide choice DI deductlblu to nt
your specific needs and budget.

,.at«< ....t«'� fl,.

All pollclas can be combined In
one monthly payment

I

SALON

•

�-a.
�.....-:

110�

tl' co

()III

pO��

._...,.ij\J� ----

RIVERSIDE,·CALIFORNIA
TUESDAYTHRU SATURDAY

--

•

�,�

A"tolroittCS. ltlC-

-

.

�'

Ull1...

""

'

,;•
,.

♦,�

3oman_ ►® llstro.ronlx

Call for Appointment

LICENSED OPERATOR.

684-0253 Chuckie Johnson

Benefit■: P.E.R.S. retirem

1705 West Base Lin.e
San Bernardino

Package Plllllcles for: Noo-Snmn
and Drivers between 30 and 60
years of age.

.. t

been spent u a journeyman.

ALVIN'S MUSIC CENTER

For fast, fair,
friendly service
contact •••

A good person to know

in the baildiq trades, of

which at leut one year bas

MUSIC IS OUR MIDDLE NAME!

(714) 874-6621

. 1vs A�E

in related

t
music t

Custo

Lynn Brown

ars experience

work or 5 years experience

• U.79

"Jus Me''
Gloria Gooden Gray

ACCOUNT MANAGER

Bigb School Graduate-3 ye

· 15.03

Subscription rate:$12.00 per year.

Fred Minter

SUBCRIPTION MANAGER

Miaimum Qaa)llications

Secondary•German• Latia
3
S12,7 2 • S19,484

MONEY ORDER TODAY. DO NOT HESITATE

Rev. Levonzo Gray

J.L. Bratton, Ontario

SaJaryRanie:
Sl41S:16'1 Monthly

1967

FILL IN BLANK AND SEND CHJ;:CK
OR

YYGlllle EvereU. AmleUe WU.O..

Norman Hull, Moreno Valley

Califonda

STATE-----------

�ETl'ERS
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS

CIRCULATION MANAGERS

wpeetor

City of Blythe,

CITY-------------1■

Washington Corespondent

Dick Webster, Pomona

Buildinc and Suety

Don't Delay Subscribe
Today

U

money. If you will have to pay 10meone else to do the wo.rk,

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY

-

r

Inapeet lega on chairs and tables to see if they are solid

and well braced.

Alice D. Mitchell

:r::::::�§���l���!::::

accordance with the provisions
of Chapter 9, Division Ill, Sec
tions 7000 through 7145 of the t : POS�ONS AV���::
Business and Professions Code
of the State ot California on the --------�
date and at the time ol submittal
PROGRESSIVE
of the Bidder's Proposal.
NOTICE
LAW ENFORCEMENT
INVITING BIDS
One complimentuy set of
Contract Documnnts, including
City of Riverside
for
Plans and Special Provisions,
PROJECT NO. 13-881
CallfornJa
but
not
including
the
standard
in the
Plans or Standard
CITY OF CORONA
Police
Officer
Specifications, say be obtained
CALIFORNIA
from the Public works Depart$1491-1998
ment,
City
Hall
Corona,
California. All additiOnal sets of Exciting
career,
contract
Documents,
IS1
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY described above, may be purlmlted
opportunities
GIVEN that
chased for a non-refundable fee
Or
ambltIOUS
InSEALED PROPOSALS will be of $25.00 each, which includes
recelved at the Office of the City safes tax and mailing costs.
lvlduals. If you are a
Clerk, City Hall, 815 W. Sixth
Street, Corona, California 91720, The City Council reserves the
lgh School grad. (or
up to the hour of 2:00 P.M., right too reject any and an bids,
qulvalent), at least 21
Friday, September 18, 1981, at to waive any irregularity or
which time they will be publicly informality in any bid to the
ears o f age and are In
opened and read in
· the con- extent permitted by law, or to
ference Room for performing the award the contract to 01her than
ood physical condlilon,
the lowest bidder. Bidder may
work as follows:
not withdraw his bid for 45 days apply now •
after the llid opening.
RECONSTRUCTION OF
CITY OF RIVERSIDE
SKYLINE
DRIVE
IM.
.
,�formation
PROVEMENTS AND WEST For . technical
3900 M aIn Street
!he,
�f
details
�he
to
relating
SLOPE LINING OF OAK
CHANNEL SOUTH OF CHASE • proposed proIect and or bidding
Riverside,
Calif, 92522
requir�ments, please contact the
DRIVE '
project engineer at (714) 736all In accordance with the Plans 2236.
For more Information
No.
1894),
(Drawings
Specifications, and other Con•
about
the
Riverside
tract Documents on Ille In the
Public Works Department of the DIEDRE LINGENFELTER
Department
Police
City Clerk of
City of Corona, California.
the City of Corona, CA
contact
Officer
Jim
No bid will be received unless it
is made on the Bidder's Proposal Published in the Black Voice Cannon (714) 787 -7540.
form furnished by the City. Ea-ch News September 3 and 10, 1981,•--------.
bid must be accompanied by
casn or a certified cashier's
check, or Bidder's Bond on the
►
◄►
◄►
..►
,ia
-◄ -· �
bond form provided by the City,
payable to the City of corona in
an amount equal to 10 percent of
the amount of ttlt bid,
such guarantee to be forfeited
under the provisions of Sections
37'33 through 37935 of the
BLACK VOICE NEWS
California Government Code
should the bidder to whom the n
contract is awarded fail to enter
into the contract and provide the
required Perforemance and
Payment Bonds within 13
calendar days after the date of
the award of the contract.

a
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Entertainment Corning Events
IN CONCERT:
'

ENTERTAINMENT

Patrice Rushen, September 22nd, Rose Bowl

JAZZ FESTIVAL:
MONTEREY AREA:
Monterey Jazz Festival, September 18th, 19th and 20th,
starring Billy Eckstine, Cal Tjader and Sara Vaughan plus
many more.

By Sharon L. Graine,
Entertainment Editor

IN THEATRE:

In A Changeable Season

LOS ANGELES AREA:
i
Ebony Showcase, Once in a Wfe Time, playing Thursday
thru Sunday at 8 p.m.
In VOGUE, nothing refl
In Concert
ects
the changes in fashion
At the Rosebowl in Pasedena
this
fall faster- or more
Willie BoBo, Rams,e y Lewis, Patrice Rushen,
accurately-than the change
Herbie Hancock, Smokey Robinson apd more
in accessories. There are
Sept. 5th & 6th.
differences in every aspect:
even the most familiar thi
np have a slightly unfamil
iar, slightly unexpected cha
racter, Watch Out!

Black Artist Alleges
Radio Discrimination
Part II
In our August 20th article, we spoke with Patrice
Rushen, the four feet eleven inch bombshell, who
plays seven instruments and is considered by some to
be a jaz z top musician and by others as a dynamic
vocalist, about her.opinion of black artist in the record
industry.
.. Patrice has been entertaining since she was very
young, therefore she has had the opportunity to ex
perience some of the difficulties of the recording in
dustry. Many of us believe that an artist is born the
instant we see or hear them perform, but the truth is,
many of these people have been working for years but
just haven't had that hit record. In fact many ot the
black na,med artist still aren't being heard on white
radio stations.
TaJie for instance the new wave in country
western music are blacks able to get in on that kind of
money? Can we make a crossover to country western
music and be accepted? Do we even want to, and if we
did, would we be more excepted on the white air
waves? Not necessarily according to Patrice Rushen.
"There's a lot of crossover music done by black artist
that is not played on white radio stations, so it doesn't
cross. It's a simple as that. I hate to say race is an
issue but it is. Black artfst are constantly up against
a certain kind of thing, wanting to continue to grow,
expand and venture out, but having to be locked into,
for record sale sake, where ever their audience is."
One of Los Angeles' leading rock stations claims
that they reciece complaints from their listeners
whenever they play music by black rock groups. It
makes you wonder what is more important, the sound
or the skin.
..As far as whether or not Patrice will cross over, "I
don't know,. because the crossover thing is not
determined I don't think by the artist, and the music,
unfortunately. A lot has to do with tli'e business side
and the political side."
If Patrice does or doesn't crossover, she will still
be making music and is currently in the studio doing
just that. She says her new album Is a change from

Starting with a strong,
bold interest on the waist
area. Wonderful belts-
much wider, much softer,
looser clothes- dresses, ski
rts, coats. Belts are most
appealing in the new deep•
colored burnished leathers
and pearlized metallics, or in
suede, in snakeskin.

Equally strong in impact:
the new necklace. Long
strands of beads worn in
beautiful mixes- gold with
color. Chokers sit high on
the neck, they're in various
textures, shapes anti sizes.
The indispensable access
ory- as always- a handbag.
And for this fall, a very
inviting, very well- though
out choice of options- luxur
ious leathers, luxurious han
bag colors- the deepest,
richest browns and wine
reds... in new envelope
s,h apes- not square, stiff
hard to handle but a smaller 1
softer bag, in suprise metal!•
ic finishes- slate grey, gunm
etal.

Tribute To Bradley
PATRICE RUSHEN
Picture courtesy of SiboJllile Bradley Who is responsible far
Patrice's hair.
rythril. "I'm going to play more. On some of their last
albums I ha·,en't really played that much, as far as,
solos and stuff. I'm going to play a little bit more and
that's all I can say about it at the moment. We still
haven't finished it. It still has along way to go but it's
taking shape and I'm real happy with it so far."

Antionette Winston and Jerold H. Loftin

Winston - Loftin Wed

�t•s get together! The church community will present �
tribute to Mayor and Mrs. Tom Bradley; Friday Septembe1
18 at the Hollywood Palladium - 6:30 p.m.
••A salute to a recognized administrator and statesman.
••Entertainment by Billy "old Black Majic" Daniels.
••Exquisite Cuisine
••Participation by notables

She was very active in the
RIVE RSIDE - Antionett�
Rialto
Road Runners and in To make reservations call:
Margurite Winston and Jer
North
High
and Perris High
First A.M.E. Church 735-1251
old H. Loftin were married
she
was
CIF
every year.
Montana McNealy
recently in Akron, Ohio.
Jerold graduated from
Eleanora Yancey
Patrice is doing a lot of writing on her new album
Antionette (Toni) is a
along with; Freddie Washington, who is the bassist, native of Riverside. She Bucthele High and attended Congregation\ that sponsor tables will be listed
·
Tables $350.00 ·
Charles Mims, who is Co-Producer and Lynn Davis attended school in the River Lima Tch College in Lima,
sel and
Ohio
majoring
in
die
Si
n
gles $35.00 each
side
Unified
School
District
who's doing background. The new Patrice Rushen
Auto Mechal)ics before
Tables $850.00 each
but
graduated
from
Perris
album on Electra Label will be released sometime in
joining the Air Force.
the early spring. Until then Patrice, we'll look for High School. After the Win
She is the daughter of
ston family moved to Mead
ward to seeing you in September in Pasedena.
Oliver and Martha Winston
Valley.
of Mead Valley and he is the
Jerold wu born and rai son of Leonard and Brenda
Loftin, Sr. The couple enjoys
sed in Akron Ohio.
They met while he was active sports. They are
stationed at March Air For stationed in Germany and ���
A giant clam of the South Pacific often weighs as much
ce Base and she was attend will return to the United as 500 po\Jnds.
States
in
1984.
in__g Riverside City College. _

DEADLINE
MONDAY 9 A.M.

.

FREE JOB TRAINING

.-

by Office of Riverside: County Superintendent of Schools
REGIONAL OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM
Fall Schedule - Begins Monday, September 14, 1981

:•

.-

.•

.

Any resident of Riverside County that is 16 years of age or older can receive free training for jobs in demand in the county.
If you are interested in improving your future, register directly at the class of your choice.
Enrollment is open - you may enroll any class day and remain enrolled only as long as necessary to be employable.
Call 787;6143 if further information is required.

..
.
••

COURSE TITLE

TIME

DAYS

LOCATION

COURSE TITLE

TIME

DAYS

LOCATION

APPLIANCE SERVICE TECHNOLOGY

1 :00 p,m. • 5:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m. • 9:30 p.m.

M thru F
M&W

2956 A Rubidoux Blvd.
Riverside, CA

OFFICE OCCUPATIONS/
WORD PROCESSING

M thru F

Rubidoux High School
4250 Opal St., Riverside, CA

AUTO MECHANICS- ADVANCED

1:00 p.m. • 4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. • 7:30 p.m.

M thru F
M thru Th

2920 Rubidoux Blvd.
Riverside, CA

Periods 1 -4
2 hour blocks
Cooperative Period 5 & 6

AUTO BODY

10:00 a.m. • 4:45 p.m.
Any 2 hour block

M thru F

Rubidoux High School
4250 Opal St., Riverside. CA

OFFICE OCCUPATIONS/
WORD PROCESSING

12:30 p.m. • 3:30 p.m,
3:30 p.m. -6:30 p.m.

M thru F
M thru F

8142 Auto Drive
Riverside, CA

OFFSET PRINTING

AUTO TUNE-UP

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

M thru F
M thru Th

8190 Auto Drive
Riverside, CA

1:00 p,m, -4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. -7:00 p.m.

M thru F
M thru F

Riverside County
Education Center,
3939 13th St., Riverside, CA

BANKING & FINANCIAL OCCUPATIONS 9:00 a.m. • 12:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

M thru F
M thru F

2060 Chicago Ave. Suite A-11
Riverside, CA

OFFSET PRINTING

Periods 3&4, 5&6, 7 & B
Any 2 hour block

M thru F

La Sierra High School
4145 La Sierra Ave., Riverside

CHILD CARE OCCUPATIONS

9:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

M thru F
M thru F

2060 University Ave.
Room 214, Riverside, CA

PHOTOGRAPHY

3:00 p.m. • 5:00 p,m.

M thru F

North High School, Room 156
1550 Third St., Riverside, CA

M thru F
M thru F
M thru F
Tuesday

North High School
1550 Third St., Riverside, CA

COMMERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL
BUILDING SERVICES

8:55 a.m. -11:00 a.m.
12:40 p.m.- 2:30 p,m,
2:45 p.m. • 4:50 p.m.
6:30 p.m. • 9:00 p.m.

RESTAURANT OCCUPATIONS

M thru F

CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY

3:00 p.m. -6:00 p.m.

M thru F

Lincoln High School
4341 Victoria Ave., Riverside

7:45 a.m. -2:10 p.m.
Any 2 hour blocks

Norte Vista High School
�585 Crest, Riverside, CA

RESTAURANT OCCUPATIONS

Periods 1 & 2, 3 & 4,
5 & 6, 7

M thru F

Rubidoux High School
4250 Opal St., Riverside, CA

RETAIL MERCHANDISING

1:30 p.m. • 4:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m. • 8:00 p.m•

M thru F
M thru F

Harris Co., Riverside Plaza
Riverside, CA

12:30 p.m. -3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m. • 6:30 p.m.

M thru F
M thru F

1:00 p,m. -4:00 p.m.

M thru F

Wards. Riverside Plaza
(Enroll at classroom 3684
Riverside Plaza-beside
Swensons)
Sav-On, 3525 Adams St.
Riverside, CA

1:00 p,m. - 4:00 p,m.
4:00 p,m. -7:00 p.m.

M thru F
M thru F

8146 Auto Drive, Rodm B
Tyler Mall, Riverside, CA

3:00 p,m. • 6:00 p.m.
6:00 p,m. -9:00 p.m.

M thru F
M thru F

8146 Auto Drive, Room A
Specialty Stores- Riverside

12:30 p.m. • 3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m. -6:30 p.m.

M thru F
M thru F

Sears
5261 Arlington Ave. Riverside

12:00 p.m. • 3:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m. • 6:30 p.m.

M thru F
M thru F

Rubidoux High School
Specialty Stores-Rubidoux
4250 Opal St., Riverside, CA

1.2:00 p.m. • 3:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m. • 6:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

·M �ru F
M ru F
M yiru F

12702 Magnolia Ave.
Lincoln Sq. Suite 8, Riverside
Specialty Stores-ta Sierra

RETAIL CASHIERING

10:00 a.m. -12:00 p,m.

T & Th

8146 Auto Drive, Room B
Riverside, CA

TRAVEL AGENCY OCCUPATIONS
DOMESTIC TICKETING

6:30 p.m. -9:30 p.m.

T & Th

2060 Chicago Ave.
Suite A·11, Riverside, CA

WELDING

12:40 p.m. - 3:40 p.m.

M thru F

Arlington High School
2951 Jackson St., Riverside
Agriculture Department

DENTAL ASSISTING

8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

M thru F
M thru F

2922 Rubidoux Blvd.
Riverside. CA

DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED

7:30 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.

'M thru F

Riverside Co. Assc. for
Retarded Citizens
5969 Robinson Ave. Riverside

FIREFIGHTING

4:00 p.m. • 7:00 p.m.

Thurs.

Norco Senior High School
2065 Temescal, Norco, CA

FLORAL DESIGN

9:00 a.m. -12:00 p,m,
1:00 p.m. • 4:00 p.m.

M thru F
M thru F

2956 Rubidoux Blvd.
Riverside, CA

GRAPHIC DESIGN

8:55 a.m. • 11:00 a.m.
12:40 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
2:45 p.m. - 4:50 p.m.

M thru F
M thru F
M thru F

North High Sr,/,ool, ROQm 805
1550 Third St., Riverside, CA

HORTICULTURE MECHANICS

Periods 1• 6
1 hour blocks

M thru F

Rubidoux High School
4250 Opal St., Riverside, CA

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDE/
SPECIAL EDUCATION

8:30 a.m. • 11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m. • 3:30 p.m.

M thru F
M thru F

2060 UniversitY Ave.
Room 204, Riverside, CA

JEWELRYMAKING

12:40 p.m. -3:40 p.m.
3:40 p.m. · 5:40 p.m.

M thru F
M thru F

Sherman Indian High School
9010 Magnolia Ave., Riverside

LANDSCAPING

8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. • 12:00 p.m.
12:30 p.m. • 2:30 p.m.

M thru F
M thru F
M thru F

La Sierra High School
4145 La Sierra Ave., Riverside

MEDICAL OCCUPATIONS

1:30 p.m. • 4:30 p,m.
4:30 p.m. -8:15 p.m.

M thru F
M thru Th

Ramona High School
Rm, 331, Riverside, CA

MEDICAL OCCUPATIONS

' 7:30 a.m. • 10:30 a.m.
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
4:00 p,m. - 7:00 p.m.

M thru F
M thru F
M thru F

Orangetree Convalescent
Hospital
4000 Harrison, Riverside, CA

M thru F
M thru F
M thru Th

Cypress Gardens
Hospital
9025 Colorado Ave., Riverside

NURSING ASSISTANT

ti
I

.

9:00 a.m. -12:00 p,m.
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p,m.
4:30 p.m. - 8:15 p,m,

..
..

..
..

•• Students may enroll for other hours by arrangement and permission from the instructor.
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It's the men and
· women who make up our
workforces that set the wheels
· of America in motion.
Labor Day is a tribute to all who
take pride in their work ...

and work as a team to get
the job done. For only

United Steel Wmkers
of· Atrerica
local 7600

John Paulsrud President

through the efforts
of all of us working
together, can we hope

San Bernardino Teacher's
Association
Robert Noakes

to better the standards ·of

President

S. Judy Mason

JOE RIVERA
Financial Sec'y-Treas.
And Business Manager

LOU GENE TAFP
Admin. Assist.

Executive Director

American life. Let's share
this day proudly.

United Steel Workers
· of· Atrerira
. Local 2869

'Frank Anglin
President

Our Nation Was Founded on Hard
Work ... So Shall It Thrive.

Rick Flores
Vice President

